In evaluating pleural effusions, clinicians perform thoraceninstance, recommend measuring pleural fluid-to-serum albumin gradients when patients with congestive heart failure have tesis and pleural fluid analysis most often by Light's criteria to establish the exudative or transudative nature of the effuan exudative effusion by Light's criteria (7). A Bayesian approach addresses these limitations of binary sion (1). Light's criteria (2) dichotomize effusions into exudative or transudative categories with the use of three pleural testing strategies (10). Rather than diagnosing the presence or absence of a condition, a Bayesian strategy uses test results test criteria: pleural fluid-to-serum protein ratio, pleural fluid lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) concentration, and pleural fluidto generate likelihood ratios that increase or decrease a clinician's pretest estimate of the probability of disease. Likelito-serum LDH ratio. Several other pleural fluid test criteria have similar diagnostic accuracies as compared with each of hood ratios represent the likelihood that a positive test result would be found in a patient with as opposed to without the individual tests within Light's criteria (3). These criteria include pleural fluid cholesterol, pleural fluid-to-serum cholesdisease (10). Likelihood ratios are usually calculated using a single test result cutoff point. These binary likelihood ratios terol ratio, pleural fluid protein, and pleural fluid-to-serum have values above 1 for test results that increase the likelialbumin gradient. All of these tests dichotomize effusions into hood of an exudative effusion and values below 1 that deexudative or transudative categories by determining whether crease the likelihood. We previously published multilevel the test results are above or below a single cutoff point.
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likelihood ratios for pleural fluid test criteria commonly used Problems exist, however, with these pleural fluid test criteria to diagnose exudative pleural effusions (11) . Multilevel likelias commonly used in clinical practice. First, dichotomizing hood ratios are calculated by using two or more cutoff points effusions into exudates and transudates by using a single for the range of possible test results. These multiple cutoff cutoff point loses much of the information contained in pleupoints demarcate test result intervals that are each associated ral fluid tests, which generate continuous numeric results (4) .
with a different likelihood that the patient has an exudative Test results just beyond and those extremely beyond a cutoff effusion. Although breaking up continuous test result values point are treated the same in that both establish the presence into ordinal intervals with multiple cutoff points improves of an exudative effusion. This binary diagnostic strategy exdiagnostic precision as compared with using a single cutoff plains why Light's criteria frequently misclassify as exudates point, they only provide an average value for the range of the pleural effusions associated with congestive heart failure likelihood ratios that exist within each of the test result inter-(5-7), which usually have borderline pleural fluid test results vals (4) . A more precise diagnostic approach would calculate when in the exudative range. It also contributes to the misclassian exact likelihood ratio for each possible discrete pleural fluid fication that occurs in 1 to 10% of patients with malignant test result. Such discrete likelihood ratios are called continuous pleural effusions who appear to have transudative effusions likelihood ratios (12) . Methods for calculating continuous likeby Light's criteria (8) . Second, combining two or more tests lihood ratios have been reported for very few conditions. using a single cutoff point for each test, as done by Light's In this study, we analyze with logistic regression a multicencriteria, increases sensitivity but decreases specificity because ter registry of pleural fluid test values from patients with estabonly one of the tests needs to be positive to define an exudative lished diagnoses to derive equations that calculate continuous effusion (9) . Finally, the lower specificity caused by combining likelihood ratios for pleural fluid test criteria for exudative several criteria encourages physicians to commonly order addieffusions. We also compare continuous likelihood ratios with tional-and usually unnecessary-pleural fluid tests when inimultilevel and binary likelihood ratios to determine whether tial test results do not fit clinical circumstances. Experts, for continuous likelihood ratios provide statistically significant and clinically important advantages.
METHODS
(Received in original form January 11, 2003; accepted April 8, 2003) Supported by the within each of these subgroups was similar ( Table 2) .
pleural fluid cholesterol, pleural fluid-to-serum cholesterol ratio, and Table 3 .
use of equally spaced cutoff points (4, 11, 13 methods in the online supplement).
Consequently, the point estimate for some multilevel likelihood intervals did not continuously increase or decrease as would be
Statistical and Clinical Comparison of Likelihood Ratios
expected as the test criteria increased. For instance, the point Likelihood ratios derived by the binary, multilevel, and continuous estimate for the multilevel likelihood ratio corresponding to a methods were compared to determine their relative statistical and clinipleural fluid protein value of 5.1 or more was lower than the cal differences by the method of Simel and coworkers (see methods in corresponding value for the test result interval of 4.6 to 5.0 the online supplement) (12) . Correlations between criteria were tested (Table 4 and Figure 1 ).
with the calculation of Pearson product-moment correlations.
Binary likelihood ratios above and below each pleural fluid
Diagnostic accuracies (proportion of effusions correctly categotest criterion's single cutoff point are shown in Tables 4-10. rized) were calculated for 0.5-U test result intervals for each Light's criterion to determine the effect on diagnostic accuracy of Light's criteria as each of the individual criteria approached its binary cutoff point. The study received an exemption from institutional review board approval. 
RESULTS
Age Ϯ SD, yrs, 56 Ϯ 20
Primary Studies
Males, n (%)* 939 (43.8) Females, n (%) 731 (56.
2)
The initial and subsequent Medline searches identified 14 studies
Transudates, n 446
that assessed discriminative properties of pleural fluid criteria
Congestive heart failure 330
for identifying exudates (5, (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) were no longer available, consecutive patients were not enrolled,
or a large (more than 15%) number of patients were excluded Definition of abbreviations: ␣ and ␤ ϭ the models' parameter estimates; LDH ϭ lactate dehydrogenase; pЈ ϭ prevalence of exudates in each subgroup; SE ϭ SE for ␤; x' ϭ the pleural fluid test result for which the log odds at the prevalence of an exudative pleural effusion within the patient registry equals ␣ ϩ ␤x'.
RESULTS OF THE LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL FOR EACH PLEURAL FLUID TEST CRITERIA AS EXPLANATORY VARIABLES FOR PREDICTING AN EXUDATIVE PLEURAL EFFUSION
* Pleural fluid LDH as a fraction of the upper limits of the laboratory normal value.
These binary values are repeated in the tables for each of the associated with a binary, multilevel likelihood and continuous likelihood ratios of 5.32, 7.19, and 1.65, respectively, as shown test result intervals shown to allow a comparison with the corresponding multilevel likelihood ratios.
by Table 7 . A patient with congestive heart failure and a 20% pretest probability of an exudative effusion would have a postContinuous likelihood ratios for each pleural fluid test criterion calculated with the use of the equations listed in Table 3 test probability for an exudate of 57%, 64%, and 29% when evaluated by the binary, multilevel, and continuous likelihood are also shown in Tables 4-10 to allow comparison with binary and multilevel likelihood ratios. A discrete continuous likelihood ratio methods, respectively. Only the continuous likelihood ratio would correctly classify the patient as having a relatively low ratio was calculated for the boundary test criterion result that defined the result intervals shown in Tables 4-10. In Table 4 , likelihood (29% post-test probability) of having an exudative as opposed to a transudative effusion. Light's criteria used in a for instance, the continuous likelihood ratio value of 22.00 corresponds to the pleural fluid protein test result of 5.2 g/dl. The dichotomous manner would define the effusion as an exudate. Two-way comparisons of binary, multilevel, and continuous likevalue of 9.49 corresponds to the test result of 4.6 g/dl, and the value of 18.59 corresponds to the test result of 5.0 g/dl. Conselihood ratios determined that both the multilevel and continuous likelihood ratios provided more information to a clinically imquently, a pleural fluid protein test result of 4.6 g/dl results in binary, multilevel, and continuous likelihood ratios of 4.70, 40.12, portant degree than the binary strategy for all criteria examined. Continuous likelihood ratios provided more information to a and 9.49, respectively, as shown in Table 4 . Because continuous likelihood ratios are derived from logistic regression, which anaclinically important degree than the multilevel likelihood ratios for pleural fluid LDH, pleural fluid-to-serum LDH ratio, and lyzes all of the data entered into the model rather than subgroups within an interval of test results, they have narrower confidence pleural fluid-to-serum albumin gradient. Two-way comparisons of binary, multilevel, and continuous intervals as compared with multilevel likelihood ratios (Tables  4-10) .
likelihood ratios for statistically significant differences for each pleural fluid test criterion determined that both the multilevel Figures 1 and E1-E6 in the online data supplement display graphically the relationship between binary, multilevel, and conand continuous likelihood ratios provided clinicians with more diagnostic information than the binary testing strategy (p Ͻ tinuous likelihood ratios to assess clinical importance of differences between likelihood values. Results are displayed with two 0.05). Continuous likelihood ratios provided statistically significantly more information as compared with multilevel likelihood different scales of likelihood ratios on the ordinate axis to display curves at the upper and lower likelihood ratio ranges. Two auratios for the following criteria: pleural fluid LDH (p Ͻ 0.01), pleural fluid-to-serum LDH ratio (p Ͻ 0.01), pleural fluid cholesthors (J.E.H. and K.H.) visually inspected each of these curves independently and agreed that sufficient differences existed beterol (p Ͻ 0.001), and pleural fluid-to-serum albumin gradient (p Ͻ 0.01). A correlation matrix of the pleural fluid test criteria tween likelihood ratio values calculated by the three techniques to cause frequent misclassification of pleural effusions. For is shown on the online repository (see Table E1 in the online supplement). instance, a pleural fluid-to-serum LDH ratio result of 0.93 is Definition of abbreviations: CI ϭ confidence interval; C-LR ϭ continuous likelihood ratio; LR ϭ likelihood ratio; ML-LR ϭ multilevel likelihood ratio; ProPF ϭ pleural fluid protein concentration.
* Binary likelihood ratios are listed for each interval to allow comparison with multilevel likelihood ratios. The binary cutoff value for ProPF was more than 3.0 g/dl.
† Values for C-LR were calculated for the highest and lowest pleural fluid protein values that demarcated each multilevel likelihood ratio interval.
The overall diagnostic accuracy of the binary Light's criteria
Although multilevel likelihood ratios with the use of multiple strategy for patients in the database patients was 92%. Diagnoscutoff points provide more diagnostic precision as compared tic accuracies for 0.5-U interval results of the Light's criterion with binary strategies (11), several limitations impede their widepleural fluid-to-serum LDH ratio are shown in Table 11 , which spread use. First, calculation of multilevel likelihood ratios redemonstrates that the overall diagnostic accuracy of the threequires stratification of pleural fluid test results into multiple test Light's criteria decreases as the results of pleural fluid-toordinal intervals demarcated by test result boundaries. As the serum LDH approaches its cutoff point. This relationship of number of stratifications increase in an effort to increase diagnosdecreasing diagnostic accuracy of Light's criteria as test results tic precision, the number of available database test results within near their cutoff points also occurs for pleural fluid LDH and each stratified interval decreases. Decreasing the number of test pleural fluid-to-serum protein ratios (see Tables E2 and E3 in result values within an interval lowers the precision of point the online supplement).
estimates of multilevel likelihood ratios for that interval. Even though our patient registry represents the largest pleural fluid DISCUSSION test result database in existence to our knowledge, the 95% confidence intervals around the multilevel likelihood ratios reThis meta-analysis of individual patient data used logistic regresported in this study were wide. This decreased precision of point sion to derive equations for calculating continuous likelihood estimates explains why multilevel likelihood ratios did not proratios for discrete results of pleural fluid test criteria that diaggressively increase or decrease across ranges of test criteria renose exudative pleural effusions. Continuous likelihood ratios sults (example shown in Figure 1 ), as would be expected. calculated from these equations as compared with binary likeliEquations for calculating continuous likelihood ratios derive hood ratios using a single cutoff point provided more information from logistic regression modeling, which uses all of the available to a statistically significant and clinically important degree bedata in the patient registry rather than data stratified to test result cause they incorporated the full range of data available in pleural intervals. Consequently, this meta-analysis provides more precise fluid testing, which generates continuous numeric results. Dipoint estimates for continuous likelihood ratios as compared with chotomizing patients with a single cutoff point in a binary testing multilevel likelihood ratios as shown by the narrower 95% confistrategy, as recommended by Light's criteria, loses much of this dence intervals for continuous likelihood ratios (Tables 4-10 ). information and misclassifies many patients who have test results A second difficulty with multilevel likelihood ratios using near binary cutoff points (7). Diagnostic accuracy for Light's multiple cutoff points relates to difficulties with their routine criteria decreased to as low as 65% to 86% as any one of the clinical use, which requires clinicians to recall multiple likelihood criteria approached its binary cutoff point (Tables 11, E2 , and ratios and multiple cutoff points. Also, programming multilevel E3). For some but not all of the pleural fluid test criteria evalulikelihood ratios into computerized decision support tools (elecated in this study, continuous likelihood ratios provided more tronic medical records, computerized physician order entry, dyinformation to a statistically significant and clinically important namic websites, and personal digital assistants) requires complex degree as compared with multilevel likelihood ratios. Readers conditional "if-then" statements. In contrast, the continuous must make their own assessment, however, of relative degrees likelihood ratio equations derived by this study can be easily of clinical importance between different testing strategies considering the subjective nature of this evaluation.
programmed into computerized decision support platforms or personal digital assistants for bedside use (27), which are increaswith Light's criteria when their test results are nearly identical but fall just barely on either side of a cutoff point. ingly using likelihood ratios for bedside patient care (28) . We demonstrated the statistical and clinical advantages of continuContinuous likelihood ratio equations can be used in sequence when clinicians apply to pleural fluid analysis combinations of ous likelihood ratios in providing clinicians with more test result information than the other strategies, although our assessment pleural fluid test criteria, as in Light's criteria (see Appendices E1 and E2 in the online supplement). In contrast to Light's criteria, of clinical importance was by necessity subjective. Nevertheless, continuous likelihood ratios prevent clinicians from classifying however, pleural effusions are not dichotomized with continuous likelihood ratios into "exudative" or "transudative" groups but two patients differently (exudates versus transudate), as occurs Definition of abbreviations: CI ϭ confidence interval; C-LR ϭ continuous likelihood ratio; LR ϭ likelihood ratio; ML-LR ϭ multilevel likelihood ratio; ProPF ϭ pleural fluid protein concentration.
* Binary likelihood ratios are listed for each interval to allow comparison with multilevel likelihood ratios. The binary cutoff value for ProR was more than 0.5.
† Values for C-LR were calculated for the highest and lowest pleural fluid-to-serum protein ratio values that demarcated each multilevel likelihood ratio interval. Definition of abbreviations: CI ϭ confidence interval; C-LR ϭ continuous likelihood ratio; LDHPF ϭ pleural fluid LDH as a fraction of the upper limits of the laboratory's normal value; LR ϭ likelihood ratio; ML-LR ϭ multilevel likelihood ratio; NC ϭ noncalculable value because the test result range straddled the binary cutoff point.
TABLE 6. BINARY, MULTILEVEL, AND CONTINUOUS LIKELIHOOD RATIOS FOR PLEURAL FLUID LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE AS FRACTION OF NORMAL VALUE
* Binary likelihood ratios are listed for each interval to allow comparison with multilevel likelihood ratios. The binary cutoff value for LFHPF was more than two-thirds upper limits of laboratory normal value.
† Values for C-LR were calculated for the highest and lowest pleural fluid LDH values that demarcated each multilevel likelihood ratio interval.
are characterized as to the probability that an effusion has one brings the clinician closer to the goal of laboratory testing, which is to estimate the relative probability of disorders within a differof the underlying disorders that is associated with an exudative effusion. This Bayesian approach decreases the relevancy of the ential diagnosis. The examples shown in the online supplement demonstrate how the use of continuous likelihood ratios to conceptual model of exudative and transudative effusions and Definition of abbreviations: CI ϭ confidence interval; C-LR ϭ continuous likelihood ratio; LDHPF ϭ pleural fluid LDH as a fraction of the upper limits of the laboratory's normal value; LR ϭ likelihood ratio; ML-LR ϭ multilevel likelihood ratio.
* Binary likelihood ratios are listed for each interval to allow comparison with multilevel likelihood ratios. The binary cutoff value for LDHR was more than 0.6.
† Values for C-LR were calculated for the highest and lowest pleural fluid-to-serum LDH ratio that demarcated each multilevel likelihood ratio interval. establish the probability of an exudative effusion (i.e., conditions
As with all meta-analyses, the primary limitation of the present meta-analysis relates to the quality of the primary investigaassociated with exudative characteristics) can prevent the misclassification of pleural effusions that occurs when effusions tions. We have previously reviewed the challenges of designing rigorous studies to assess the discriminative properties of pleural are dichotomized by Light's criteria in an overly simplistic manner.
fluid testing for identifying exudative effusions (9) and the design Definition of abbreviations: CI ϭ confidence interval; CholPF ϭ pleural fluid cholesterol; C-LR ϭ continuous likelihood ratio; LR ϭ likelihood ratio; ML-LR ϭ multilevel likelihood ratio; NC ϭ noncalculable value because a test result interval contained a value of 0 (division by 0). * Binary likelihood ratios are listed for each interval to allow comparison with multilevel likelihood ratios. Binary cutoff value for CholR was more than 0.3.
† Values for C-LR were calculated for the highest and lowest pleural fluid-to-serum cholesterol ratio values that demarcated each multilevel likelihood ratio interval. Definition of abbreviations: AlbG ϭ pleural fluid-to-serum albumin gradient; CI ϭ confidence interval; CholPF ϭ pleural fluid cholesterol; C-LR ϭ continuous likelihood ratio; LR ϭ likelihood ratio; ML-LR ϭ multilevel likelihood ratio; NC ϭ noncalculable value because the test result range straddled the binary cutoff point.
* Binary likelihood ratios are listed for each interval to allow comparison with multilevel likelihood ratios. The binary cutoff value for AlbG was 1.2 g/dl or less.
† Values for C-LR were calculated for the highest and lowest pleural fluid-to-serum albumin gradient values that demarcated each multilevel likelihood ratio interval.
limitations of existing studies (3). In the absence of a single gold primary studies and extends their recommendations by deriving standard test, high-quality investigations use variable combicontinuous likelihood ratios for use in a Bayesian diagnostic nations of diagnostic studies, clinical evaluations, and patient strategy. A strength of this meta-analysis relates to its use of follow-up to categorize pleural effusions. We limited the impact individual patient data and an ongoing multicenter registry that of study design flaws on our findings by establishing inclusion updates available data for analysis. Although meta-analyses of criteria for our patient registry that excluded primary studies individual patient data require extensive effort and resources, that did not conform to the major quality criteria of diagnostic they allow better standardization of case definitions, outcomes, test evaluation (29). Regardless of the limitations of the primary and covariates as compared with meta-analyses using summastudies, however, their findings represent the best available data, rized data (31). which have been used during the last several decades to entrench
The limited familiarity among many clinicians with Bayesian binary pleural fluid testing criteria into routine clinical practice techniques for using diagnostic test results might be considered (30) . This meta-analysis improves the precision of each of these a drawback to the use of continuous likelihood ratios. Recent applications of Bayesian techniques to the evaluation of solitary pulmonary nodules (32, 33), interpretation of methacholine tests (34), and diagnosis of pulmonary embolism (35) and community- of the patient registry used in this study that demonstrated colin- which indicates these two criteria should not be used together. and can avoid the need for serum tests (e.g., the combination of pleural fluid LDH, pleural fluid cholesterol, and pleural fluid
Definition of abbreviation: LDHR ϭ pleural fluid-to-serum LDH ratio. The binary cutoff value for LDHR was more than 0.6.
protein) (3).
